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1. INTRODUCTION
TBBT is a comprehensive NFS trace replay tool that creates
scalable workload-specific file system benchmarks directly
from NFS traces. The resulting benchmarks are able to
capture the diversity and reflect the rapid evolution of file
system workloads more accurately than conventional static
or parameterized benchmarks.

Creating a benchmark from an NFS trace is more compli-
cated than simply replaying the stream of calls. First, a
file system is stateful and each call accesses or modifies that
state, which may have an impact on the initial state of the
file system for other calls. For example, a read call can be
successfully executed only if the file already exists. Second,
the physical layout of a file system on disk has a significant
impact on its performance, and this layout is a function not
only of the strategies employed by the file system but also
the “age” of the file system [3], including degradation due to
disk space fragmentation. Finally, because a trace could be
collected on an NFS server whose performance is very differ-
ent from that of the target server, it is essential that a trace
replay tool be able to scale up or down the dispatch rate of
NFS calls to meet specific benchmarking requirements, all
without violating any inter-call dependencies.

2. DESIGN
Given an NFS trace, TBBT automatically detects and re-
pairs missing operations, derives a file system image required
to successfully replay the trace, initializes the test file sys-
tem with that image, ages the file system to increase the
accuracy of the benchmark, and replays the trace to gener-
ate a benchmark workload. Each of these procedures may
be controlled via parameters specified by the user.
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This section describes how TBBT accomplishes each step.

2.1 Trace Transformation
The input NFS traces consist of NFS calls and responses
ordered by time. The first transformation is to match all
call/response pairs, to remove certain NFS-specific details,
and to add some information required for trace replay. In
the resulting representation, each unique file system object
is represented by a unique TBBT-ID instead of the NFS
filehandle or filename that appeared in the original trace.

The trace transformation also augments the trace to account
for errors or omissions in the original trace (which are most
frequently caused by packet loss). For example, if a file
changes size between two getattr calls and the trace con-
tains no calls that would change the size of that file, then
TBBT may synthesize and inject write or setattr calls to
account for the observed behavior. Determining where to
inject these calls based on patterns observed in other parts
of the workload is an open research topic.

2.2 Creating and Aging the File System
Before TBBT can replay a trace, it must have a file system
against which the operations in the trace may be performed.
Ideally the test file system is constructed from a snapshot of
the file system metadata taken immediately before the trace.
If no snapshot is available, TBBT can infer a functionally
equivalent approximation of the original file system from
information present in the trace via techniques developed
for earlier trace studies [1, 2].

The shortcoming of inferring the file system structure is that
it is impossible to observe information about objects that
are not referenced during the trace. Most workloads we
have examined have a high degree of locality of reference,
which means that much of the file system is not observed.
For example, during a 14-day period the EECS workload
[2] only accesses about 10% of the total space used by the
file system (and most of this space is accessed during any
single day). In this situation, TBBT can populate the rest of
the file system with objects whose sizes are chosen randomly
from a distribution modeled on that of the observed objects.
It is an open question whether unobserved files have different
characteristics than observed files (and therefore should have
different characteristics).

Another aspect of the initial file system image is its physi-



cal layout. The physical layout of file systems populated by
artificial methods (i.e.; cp -r or tar) is usually markedly
different from the layout that occurs when a file system is
populated during the course of normal activity and there-
fore suffers from fragmentation and other “aging” effects [3].
Aging impacts fragmented free space, fragmented files, and
declustered objects. Therefore, when building the initial file
system image, TBBT optionally simulates the aging process
in order to increase the realism of the benchmark.

To induce fragmentation, TBBT interleaves the append op-
erations to a set of files, and in each append operation adds
a certain number of blocks to the associated file. To counter
typical file pre-allocation techniques, each append operation
is performed in a separate open-close session. The expected
distance between consecutive fragments of the same file in-
creases with the total size of files that are appended con-
currently. By controlling the number of files involved in
interleaved appending (the interleaving scope) and the num-
ber of blocks in each append operation, TBBT can control
the fragmentation effects of the resulting file system. Frag-
mented free space is created by adding and deleting artificial
objects. This aging technique is fast, effective and indepen-
dent of the file system implementation.

We measured the impact of this aging technique, using dif-
ferent interleaving scopes and numbers of blocks written per
append, on the speed that files can be read from the result-
ing file system. In most situations, a small interleaving scope
is sufficient to produce results similar to that of real aging.
By increasing the interleaving scope and decreasing the ap-
pend size, it is possible to create file systems with markedly
degraded performance [5].

2.3 Trace Replay and Load Scaling
Trace replay timing cannot simply be based upon the call
timestamps in the trace, but instead must take into consid-
eration the dependencies between the calls. For example,
two write calls for different files may be scheduled to over-
lap, but a call to write a file must not be scheduled until the
response from its creation has arrived. TBBT computes the
interdependencies between each call and response and uses
this information to ensure that the replay obeys them.

The true dependencies cannot be determined from a trace
(without knowledge about the application), so TBBT pro-
vides two ordering policies to decide how aggressive to be
with regard to concurrency: conservative ordering and FS
dependency ordering. With conservative ordering, a call is
issued only after all calls with earlier timestamps have been
issued and responses with earlier timestamps than the call
have been received. With FS dependency ordering, the file
system dependencies of each call on other earlier calls and
responses in the trace are discovered via a read/write seri-
alization algorithm. The calls are initiated as close to their
original relative timestamp as possible without violating a
user-specified ordering policy. In either case, the rate of
replay may be adjusted by scaling the timestamp without
violating dependencies.

The conservative ordering rule captures some of the concur-
rency inherent in the trace although it will not generate a
workload with more concurrency than was present in the

original trace. The FS dependency ordering rule may intro-
duce more concurrency than would be possible for a specific
application because it assumes that the only dependencies
are file system dependencies and does not attempt to simu-
late application-level dependencies.

3. RESULTS
We evaluated the NFSv3 implementation on Redhat 7.2 us-
ing both TBBT and the SPECsfs. TBBT plays the EECS
trace of 10/21/2001 [2]. We tuned the SPECsfs parameters
(including changing source code) to match the trace’s char-
acteristics as closely as possible. We measured the results
for workloads based on the original trace speed as well as
in (6x) scaled up speed and peak speed. For the original
and 6x workloads, the latency of operations for SPECsfs is
much higher than that for TBBT, and when both systems
are driven to their maximum speed the average operations
per second for TBBT is more than 45% higher than SPECsfs
[5]. For this workload, SPECsfs greatly underestimates the
performance that the server can support.

4. CONCLUSION
TBBT is the first comprehensive NFS trace replay tool.
TBBT addresses most of the issues of creating an application-
specific benchmark from an NFS trace: TBBT corrects trace
errors, automatically derives information about the initial
file system (if necessary) which can be used to create a test-
bed file system, ages the file system in a fast, repeatable,
and parameterized manner, replays the trace in a manner
that preserves dependencies among calls, and permits the
replay rate to be scaled faster or slower than the original
trace.

In addition to being a useful tool for file system researchers,
perhaps the most promising application of TBBT is to use
it as a site-specific benchmarking tool for comparing com-
peting file servers using the same protocol.
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